‘…to explore fully’

PerVestigo is the Crystal Ball premier GPS vehicle
tracking system. Customers can access Crystal Ball,
anywhere in the world, at any time, allowing them to
track and report live on their fleet. Crystal Ball does
not require any proprietary software to be downloaded, as it is a true live web based gps tracking system.
PerVestigo includes every fleet tracking feature
offered by Crystal Ball with more frequent updates and
unlimited user licenses. In addition, perVestigo gives
you access to the full suite of reports available,
including asset management, time sheets and out of
hours. Customers can now also keep track of their fleet
costs and administration through the perVestigo
intelligent asset management tool. Email alerts allow
customers to manage and schedule their fleets’
insurance, road fund licence, MoT and servicing
requirements whilst keeping businesses fully compliant
with the law, at all times.
The Merlin 700 GPS tracking
Device forms an integral part of
the system, and is fitted
professionally by our
specialist engineers on site, or at a
suitable convenient
location to minimise
downtime.

merlin 700

Full training is provided to ensure that each user gains maximum benefit from the
system, and in addition, a comprehensive ‘help section’
is viewable on the
system.
From just £15 per month, perVestigo can take your
business to the next level—one that enables your
company to take those vital business decisions faster,
and with the knowledge to back them up.

features
y

asset management

y

alarms

y

bolt-on reports

y

asset management

y

daily locations

y

battery back up

y

excel format

y

closed user groups

y

geofence

y

current and historical day log#

y

idling

y

driver ID see bolt ons

y

journey detail (full report)

y

email alerts

y

journey summary by day

y

y

nearest to postcode

Y

out of hours

y

flexible admin rights
geofencing

100 √

google maps**

y

pdf format

y

gps tracking

y

timesheets

y

journey planner »

y

update schedule

journey play back »

y

3 km travelled

y

journey status indicator

y

3 min when in journey

y

live tracking

Y

5 km travelled

location marker

y

45 degree turn

y

navteq maps**

y

hourly update when ignition off

Y

nearest to postcode

Y

ignition on/off

y

satellite mapping ^

y

bolt-ons

scheduled emailed reports

Y

additional sensors

Y

soft install

Y

driver ID

y

system customisation*

Y

my europe

y

system integration*

Y

privacy

y

Visio

y

user licences

Crystal Ball tracking systems help businesses to
increase productivity and profitability.

reports

additional sensors see bolt ons

unlimited

Visio†† - mobile phone viewing

y

web tracking

y

*

n/a

system customisation and integration can be arranged. Prices may vary according to development
required. Quotes available on request.

**

users are offered the choice of either navteq or google maps

»

only offered with navteq mapping

#

the system keeps three months data which can be downloaded and saved at anytime

† † available as a bolt on with any internet enabled mobile phone
√

^

perVestigo fair usage policy - The usage of geofences allocated to any account is expected to be below
100. Excessive geofence allocation and usage above this limit at Crystal Ball’s discretion may constitute
abuse. Crystal Ball therefore reserves the right to monitor usage, and to apply charges and/or withdraw
the geofence feature.
only available on google maps
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